Bundle #1 Key Teaching/Lea rning Is sue

Are We Really Teaching Numeracy?
Problem Statement
We are a group of teachers investigating adult numeracy (TIAN). But what is
numeracy? Is it different from math? A paper was published recently that
considers what numeracy includes. The authors examined a host of documents
and concluded that numeracy is MORE than math, that it has three distinct yet
intertwining components: context, math content, and cognitive/affective
factors. Numeracy, defined this way, has not found its way into mainstream
adult ed classrooms. Should it? If so, what would it take to make that happen?
Read the excerpt below from this article and consider the accompanying
questions with your regional or local group.

Suggested advance readings
“The Components of Numeracy” (especially the summary on p. 34)
http://www.ncsall.net/fileadmin/resources/research/op_numeracy.pdf
The Adult Numeracy Network’s “Teaching and Learning Principles” and “Professional
Development Principles.”
http://www.literacynet.org/ann/teachingandlearningprinciplesv610.30.05%20(newest).
pdf
To gain insight into the importance of numeracy or quantitative literacy in today’s
society, select a few chapters that interest you from “Mathematics and Democracy: The
Case for Quantitative Literacy.”
http://www.maa.org/ql/mathanddemocracy.html
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Questions to Guide Discussions
Discuss these questions in local or regional groups
1. According to the paper, numeracy has three components: context, content, and
cognitive and affective factors. And each of those components has sub-components.
How well does your teaching reflect those?
2. How well do your state mandated assessments and state standards reflect those
components?
3. What do effective approaches to teaching numeracy look like?
4. Most tests that are used in adult education and for college placement focus mainly on
skills. How does teaching numeracy with all its components prepare adults for such
tests?
5. The Components of Numeracy paper suggests that numeracy is a complex
proficiency that involves the intertwining of multiple skills and understandings. How do
you recognize growth in something like conceptual understanding? In other words, what
would a complete numeracy assessment look like?
6. For which of the numeracy components and subcomponents are we good at helping
students make growth? Which are we not?
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